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How the National Energy Productivity 
Plan is helping consumers with 
energy bills
All consumers are concerned about rising energy prices. The Commonwealth, state and territory governments and 
New Zealand are working together through the Council of Australian Governments (COAG) Energy Council 
to lower energy costs. One of the important initiatives of the COAG Energy Council is the National Energy 
Productivity Plan (NEPP). 

The NEPP is a framework to achieve the Government’s target to improve energy productivity by 40 per cent from 
2015 to 2030. The NEPP work plan was agreed to in December 2015. It includes 34 measures across energy 
efficiency of equipment, buildings, industry and transport; and energy market reforms (see page 5). 

The NEPP helps energy markets to deliver better services and assists households and businesses in all sectors of 
the economy to make better choices about how to manage their energy bills. These choices include upgrading 
equipment to be more efficient, switching energy retailers, and installing distributed generation. 

More information on the NEPP is available on the energy.gov.au website: https://www.energy.gov.au/government-
priorities/energy-productivity-and-energy-efficiency/national-energy-productivity-plan.

Scope of this annual report
In response to stakeholder feedback and to improve transparency, the 2018 Annual Report reports on 
the achievements and status of projects under all 34 measures in the current NEPP work plan (listed on the 
following page).

The 2018 Annual Report covers the third year in a 15-year plan and shows the NEPP has continued to progress 
well in most areas, with a few areas not progressing as well. There has been wider progress in energy policy 
and jurisdictional measures, which will contribute to energy productivity and NEPP objectives. 

The information in this annual report is correct as at 31 December 2018.

https://www.energy.gov.au
https://www.energy.gov.au/government-priorities/energy-productivity-and-energy-efficiency/national-energy-productivity-plan
https://www.energy.gov.au/government-priorities/energy-productivity-and-energy-efficiency/national-energy-productivity-plan
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National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP)
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National Energy Productivity Plan measures
Smarter Energy Choices

Efficient Incentives

1.  Transition to cost-reflective pricing

2.  Market mechanisms to 
capture societal benefits

Empowering Consumers

3. Make choice easier

4.  Support best practice services 
for vulnerable consumers 

5.  Improve residential building 
energy ratings and disclosure

Helping Business Compete 

6.  Help business self-manage 
energy costs

7.  Recognise business leadership 
and support voluntary action 

8.  Research business benchmarks 
and success factors 

9.  Expand commercial building 
ratings and disclosure 

10.  Improve fuel efficiency in 
aviation and maritime sectors

11.  Reduce barriers to financing

12.  Improve energy 
productivity in government

Better Energy Services

Innovation support

13.  Support innovation and 
commercialisation

14.  Improve light vehicle efficiency 

15.  Drive innovation in transport 
and infrastructure systems

16.  More liveable, accessible 
and productive cities

17.  Promote leading practice

18.  Collaborate internationally

Competitive Modern Markets

19.  Emerging technologies 
in the electricity system

20.  Deliver reforms 
to the gas market 

21.  Reform governance to 
keep pace with change

22.  Develop an Energy Use Data 
Model for better planning

23.  Competitive smart meter rollout 

24.  Improve the exchange  
of market data

25.  Build service provider capacity

26.  New market mechanisms 
for demand response

27.  Promote competitive retail 
markets in electricity and gas

28.  Monitor the wholesale market

29.  Adopt National Frameworks

Consumer Protections

30.  Deliver a new Equipment 
Energy Efficiency (E3) 
prioritisation plan

31.  Advance the National 
Construction Code

32.  Improve compliance 
with building energy 
efficiency regulation 

33.  Review the National Energy 
Customer Framework for 
disruptive technologies

34.  Review Fuel Quality 
Standards Act
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Highlights
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Key achievements
• In January 2018, the Clean Energy Regulator advised that following a record level of investment 

in renewable energy in 2017, the 2020 large scale Renewable Energy Target is achievable with 
more than 6,500 megawatts of new capacity announced (measure 2).

• On 23 October 2018, the Australian Government announced new policies in response to the Australian 
Competition and Consumer Commission recommendations, including a proposed default market offer and 
reference bill for households and small businesses (noting that this will only apply to jurisdictions whose energy 
prices are regulated), underwriting new reliable generation, and establishing stronger protections for energy 
consumers (measures 3 and 27). 

• The COAG Energy Council provided funding to the Victorian government to develop pilot versions of the 
Residential Efficiency Scorecard, which incorporates a range of climate zones across Australian capital cities, 
including non-tropical and tropical (measure 5). 

• A number of new Commonwealth and state and territory government initiatives were undertaken in 2018 
to help business manage energy costs. In December 2018, the Business Energy Advice Program was announced 
to help small businesses find the best energy deal and identify opportunities for them to use energy more 
efficiently (measure 6). 

• The National Built Environment Rating System (NABERS) launched the Co-Assess delivery mechanism 
and the NABERS for Apartment Buildings energy and water rating tool. This will help apartment owners 
to save energy and money (measure 9). 

• From June 2017 to 2018, the Clean Energy Finance Corporation committed a further $944 million 
to energy efficiency projects, $100 million to transport projects and $1.1 billion to renewable energy 
projects (measure 11). 

• In its 2017–18 annual report, the Australian Renewable Energy Agency committed $12.1 million towards 
13 projects to demonstrate the benefits of adopting different technologies and approaches, such as 
energy efficiency, electrification and fuel switching to renewable energy sources in the building, transport 
and industrial sectors (measure 13). 

• In July 2018, the International Partnership for Energy Efficiency Cooperation released the International Top 
Tens lists comprising a number of member countries’ best practices and best technologies. Australia is co-chair 
of the Top Tens task group (measure 16).

• Between late 2017 and early 2018, the Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) and the New South 
Wales government undertook a trial to test new types of demand response in the National Electricity 
Market (NEM). In May 2018, AEMO reported that the pilots were effective and performed 
to expectations. Ongoing assessment of these resources and their adequacy will continue over 
the next two summers (measure 26).

• In 2018, Energy Ministers endorsed changes to requirements for electric motors through the Greenhouse 
and Energy Minimum Standards (Three Phase Cage Induction Motors) Determination 2018, the phase out of 
halogen lamps and introducing Minimum Energy Performance Standards for LEDs (measure 30).
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Progress towards the 2030 energy 
productivity improvement target
The National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP) is a 15-year plan to achieve the energy productivity improvement 
target of 40 per cent by 2030. Given the nature of the related energy market and energy efficiency reforms, 
improvements take time to develop, implement and then have an effect. For example, improvements to the built 
environment will make a significant difference to Australia’s energy productivity but these will take time to realise. 
There will not be a linear average rate of improvement. There will be fluctuations each year, as no single year is 
an average year. 

The relationship between energy use and economic output can be described in terms of the energy 
productivity of the Australian economy, which is the amount of economic output produced per unit of energy 
input (GDP/energy consumption). The inverse is energy intensity, which measures the amount of energy used 
to produce a unit of economic output (energy consumption/GDP). Australia now creates $275 million in GDP 
for every petajoule of energy consumed, nearly $50 million more than a decade ago.

Energy productivity improved by 0.9 per cent in 2016–17, after being flat in 2015–16. Energy productivity 
improved by 17 per cent over the past ten years. 

The Australian Government is in the process of commencing a review of the NEPP, to be completed by mid-2020. 
The review will include the progress of each of the 34 measures, and evaluation of their effectiveness in reaching 
the 2030 target.

Figure 1: Australian energy intensity and energy productivity, indexed, 1976–77 to 2016–17

Source: Department of the Environment and Energy (2018) Australian Energy Statistics, Table B�

Energy consumption rose by 1.1 per cent in 2016–17 to 6,146 petajoules, its highest ever level. Most of the growth 
in energy use in 2016–17 occurred in the mining sector, which rose by 12 per cent, mainly because of increased 
natural gas and electricity consumption to support LNG exports.
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Challenges and opportunities ahead
Work under the National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP) continued to progress during 2018. However, there are 
challenges in ensuring Australia stays on track towards its objectives. Overall, the most significant challenges and 
opportunities are:

1.  Implementing responses to the Australian Competition Consumer Commission Retail electricity pricing 
review and the Finkel Review.

These reviews identified opportunities that contribute to Australia’s energy productivity. Initial progress 
has been made on improving management of data, integrating distributed energy resources and 
demand management into the National Electricity Market (NEM), and expanding energy efficiency. 

2. Unlocking the potential for energy efficiency to help cost-effectively reduce greenhouse gas emissions by 2030.

Two recent reports highlighted the role that energy efficiency can play to cost-effectively reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions and assist Australia to meet its 2030 greenhouse gas emission reduction goal. 
On 8 October 2018, the Intergovernmental Program on Climate Change released The Special Report on Global 
Warming of 1.5°C. On 19 October 2018, the International Energy Agency released Energy Efficiency 2018, 
which included analysis of the projected global impacts from adopting all cost-effective energy efficiency 
opportunities. Delivering on this potential would require ramping up current efforts across all sectors 
of the economy.

3. Better policies to improve the energy productivity of businesses and transport.

The measures in the NEPP for these sectors seek to facilitate voluntary action by providing information 
on websites and finance from grant programs, the Emissions Reduction Fund and the Clean Energy 
Finance Corporation. Early indications are that these actions may not be sufficient to incentivise reaching 
the full potential of the cost effective energy productivity. Further analysis is required to determine 
whether more intervention is warranted.

4. Continued management of summer peaks in electricity demand.

Building upon successful trials conducted by AEMO and the Australian Renewable Energy Australia 
in New South Wales, South Australia and Victoria over the summers of 2017–18 and 2018–19 will 
be important. These trials supported more demand side response in the Reliability and Emergency Reserve 
Trader mechanism, including from aggregated smaller residential loads. It is important for jurisdictions 
and market bodies to work together on trials to maximise their benefits.

Good policy design is needed to translate the experience gained through the trials into lasting gains. 
Policy reforms need to be responsive to the requirements of large and small consumers. Continuing with 
cost reflective network pricing is an essential reform to encourage customers to move grid consumption 
away from network peak periods and thus avoid additional network investment. Taken together, 
these reforms will lead to more efficient investment and improve the productive use of the electricity grid. 

5. Improving energy productivity of existing building stock (residential and commercial).

Buildings constructed before the introduction of energy efficiency standards offer the greatest potential 
for energy productivity improvements. Early modelling indicates that it is cost effective to significantly 
improve the performance of existing buildings, resulting in potentially large national energy savings. 
Without improvements, occupants of existing buildings will continue to use energy unproductively, 
with resultant financial, health and environmental costs. 
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Progress report against NEPP 
measures and sub-measures
This section of the Annual Report provides analysis of the progress made on each measure and sub-measure of the 
National Energy Productivity Plan (NEPP) against milestones. There are currently 34 measures under the NEPP, 
with an additional 15 sub-measures. 

Each measure contains a policy objective and one or more projects to help achieve that policy objective. 
The progress of each measure is an assessment of the status of those projects. It is not an assessment of the progress 
made to achieve the policy objectives of each measure. A project may be assessed as being completed, but this does 
not necessarily mean that the policy objective of the measure has also been achieved. Assessment of progress made 
to achieve the policy objective of each measure will form a part of the review of the NEPP, due in mid-2020.

Status Legend

Status Description

Completed Implementation of the project is fully completed.

In place Initial implementation of the project has been completed,  
but part of the project is ongoing. 

On track/underway Implementation of the project is meeting expected milestones 
and progress is being made.

Delayed or limited progress Major implementation milestones of the project have been delayed by less 
than 6 months, or only progress has been made in implementing the project.

Significant delays 
or no progress

Major implementation milestones of the project have been delayed for longer 
than six months or no progress has been made in implementing the project. 

Not yet commenced Implementation of the project is not yet due to commence.
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Summary of progress of measures 
and sub-measures
Measure or Sub-measure Status

1. Transition to cost reflective pricing On track/underway

2. Market mechanisms to capture societal benefits

2.1 Jurisdictions On track/underway

2.2 Emissions Reduction Fund and Safeguard On track/underway

2.3 Renewable Energy Target On track/underway

3. Make Choice Easier

3.1 Make choice easier On track/underway

3.2 Removing data access barriers On track/underway

4. Support best practice services for vulnerable consumers On track/underway

5. Improve residential building energy ratings and disclosure On track/underway

6. Help business self-manage costs

6.1 Help business self-manage cost On track/underway

6.2 Help business expand on existing resources On track/underway

6.3 Help business links to existing programs On track/underway

7. Recognise business leadership and support voluntary action

7.1 Support voluntary business actions — 2xEP roadmaps In place

7.2. Recognise business leadership and support voluntary 
industry challenge

On track/underway

8. Research business benchmarks and success factors Delayed or limited progress

9. Improving energy efficiency in Commercial Buildings

9.1 Updated Commercial Building Disclosure program On track/underway

9.2 Extend CBD to other building types On track/underway

9.3 National green lease policy Delayed or limited progress

9.4 Mid-tier and building retrofit toolkit Significant delays or no progress

9.5 Best practice Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning On track/underway

10. Improve aviation and marine energy productivity On track/underway

11. Reduce barriers to finance In place

12. Improve energy productivity in Government

12.1 Improve productivity in government operations — Commonwealth Delayed or limited progress

12.2 Improve productivity in government operations — jurisdictions On track/underway

12.3 Improve productivity in government operations — street lighting On track/underway
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Measure or Sub-measure Status

13. Support innovation and commercialisation

13.1 Support innovation and commercialisation — innovations support In place

13.2 Support innovation and commercialisation — low emissions 
technology roadmap

Completed

14. Improve light vehicle efficiency On track/underway

15. Drive innovation in transport and infrastructure systems In place

16. More liveable, accessible and productive cities On track/underway

17. Promote leading practice In place

18. Collaborate internationally In place

19. Emerging Technologies in the electricity system On track/underway

20. Deliver a gas supply strategy On track/underway

21. Reform governance to keep pace with change

21.1 Reform governance to keep pace with change — Vertigan On track/underway

21.2 Reform governance to keep pace with change — Finkel On track/underway

22. Develop an Energy Use Data Model for better planning On track/underway

23. Competitive smart metering rollout On track/underway

24. Improve the exchange of market data On track/underway

25. Build service provider capacity On track/underway

26. New market mechanisms for demand response On track/underway

27. Promote competitive retail markets in electricity and gas On track/underway

28. Monitor the wholesale electricity market On track/underway

29. Competitive markets — adopt national frameworks Not yet commenced

30. Deliver a new Equipment Energy Efficiency prioritisation plan In place

31. Advance the National Construction Code

31.1 Advance the NCC — Commercial On track/underway

31.2 Advance the NCC — residential On track/underway

32. Improve compliance with building energy efficiency regulation Delayed or limited progress

33.  Review the National Energy Customer Framework 
for disruptive technologies

On track/underway

34. Review the Fuel Quality Standards Act 2000 Completed
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Detailed progress of measures and sub-measures
Measure Led by Status  

(see legend p5)
Description Web link Progress or Key Achievements in 2018

1. Transition to 
cost-reflective 
pricing

COAG On track/ 
underway

Ongoing network tariff reform is needed to support better 
price signals for network investment, to provide greater 
options for consumers to manage their energy usage 
and to facilitate the integration of new technologies. 

Cost reflective network tariff structures came into effect in 
2017 on an opt-in basis for small customers. This should lead 
to a range of new retail tariff options offered to consumers. 
Many consumers are expected to be able to make bill savings 
by moving to a better tariff for their needs. 

Prices set under the new rules were introduced in VIC on 
1 January 2017, and in all other National Electricity Market 
jurisdictions on 1 July 2017. Uptake will be dependent on 
both network and retailer strategies.

N/A The Australian Energy Regulator (AER) is beginning to collect data 
on the take up by retailers of cost reflective network tariffs. So far 
uptake has been slow; however, it is expected to increase from 2019.

The AER is moving to an opt-out approach from the existing opt-in 
approach, which will default to the cost reflective tariff option where 
installed metering supports the cost reflective tariff. From July 2019 
this will be introduced at each regulatory reset.

2.1 Market 
mechanisms 
— jurisdictions

Jurisdictions On track 
/underway

The governments of VIC, NSW, SA and the ACT are 
working together to improve and maximise the benefits to 
consumers from their respective energy savings or energy 
efficiency schemes. This includes aligning activities and 
reducing red tape where appropriate, whilst ensuring that 
schemes continue to deliver the high quality outcomes that 
consumers expect. This will help to expand opportunities for 
consumers to reduce their energy costs, and continue to grow 
jobs and skills in each state or territory’s energy efficiency sector.

The NSW Energy Savings Scheme (ESS) places an obligation 
on NSW energy retailers to purchase energy savings 
certificates, boosting the market for energy efficiency services. 
Energy savings are achieved by installing, improving, 
or replacing energy savings equipment. The ESS has supported 
projects that will deliver more than 24,000 gigawatt hours’ 
energy savings over the life of the projects, locking in 
$5.6 billion in bill savings.

N/A Jurisdictions continued to share information on energy efficiency 
activities credited by schemes including baseline assumptions, 
algorithms and sources, across a range of activities such as:

• residential and commercial lighting

• residential insulation 

• energy efficient heating, ventilation and cooling in 
small businesses and households.

Activity is being harmonised where sensible to reduce the costs 
on businesses providing services across different schemes.

In 2018–19 the COAG Energy Council funded work to distil 
the experience of existing schemes and to develop guidelines 
for the establishment of new schemes in Australia and across 
the Asia-Pacific.
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Measure Led by Status  
(see legend p5)

Description Web link Progress or Key Achievements in 2018

2.2 Market 
mechanisms 
to capture 
societal benefits 
— Emissions 
Reduction Fund  
& Safeguard 
Mechanism

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

The Emissions Reduction Fund (ERF) and the 
Safeguard Mechanism, creates incentives to improve energy 
productivity including in heavy industry, the transport 
sector, commercial buildings and households, as well as 
other emissions reducing activities across the economy. 

Thirty-seven activities are eligible under the scheme, 
ten of which improve energy productivity. Participants 
can earn Australia Carbon Credit Units that can be sold 
to generate income, either to the government through a 
carbon abatement contract, or on the secondary market.

The ERF purchases abatement from participants in 
a series of auctions.

The Safeguard Mechanism establishes emissions baselines 
for Australia’s largest greenhouse gas emitters. Together with 
the National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act 2007, 
the Safeguard Mechanism provides a framework for 
large emitters to measure, report and manage emissions.

http://www. 
environment 
.gov.au/climate 
-change/ 
government/ 
emissions- 
reduction-fund

http://www. 
cleanenergy 
regulator 
.gov.au 
/NGER/ 
The-safeguard 
-mechanism

As of 15 June 2018, 31.6 million tonnes of abatement had 
been delivered, with another 160.4 million tonnes remaining 
to be delivered. Of the abatement delivered, 0.47 million tonnes 
come from energy efficiency methods.

http://www.environment.gov.au/climate-change/government/emissions-reduction-fund
http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/NGER/The-safeguard-mechanism
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Measure Led by Status  
(see legend p5)

Description Web link Progress or Key Achievements in 2018

2.3 Market 
mechanisms  
— RET

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

The Australian Government has committed to a Renewable 
Energy Target (RET) for large-scale generation of 33,000 
GWh in 2020 which will double the amount of large-scale 
renewable energy being delivered by the scheme and when 
combined with small-scale and other measures, means that 
about 23.5 per cent of Australia’s electricity generation 
in 2020 will be from renewable sources.

This scheme is implemented as a Renewable Energy 
Certificate market, with obligations on energy retailers. 
This scheme improves energy productivity primarily 
in networks, through greater distributed energy.

Since January 2011 the RET scheme has operated in 
two parts — the Large-scale Renewable Energy Target (LRET) 
and the Small-scale Renewable Energy Target (SRES).

Large-scale Renewable Energy Target 

The LRET creates a financial incentive for the establishment 
or expansion of renewable energy power stations, such as 
wind and solar farms or hydro-electric power stations. 
It does this by legislating demand for Large-scale Generation 
Certificates (LGCs). One LGC can be created for each 
megawatt-hour of eligible renewable electricity produced 
by an accredited renewable power station. LGCs can be 
sold to entities (mainly electricity retailers) who surrender 
them annually to the Clean Energy Regulator to 
demonstrate their compliance with the RET scheme’s 
annual targets. The revenue earned by the power station 
for the sale of LGCs is additional to that received for 
the sale of the electricity generated.

http://www. 
cleanenergy 
regulator 
.gov.au/

https://www. 
environment 
.act.gov.au/ 
energy/cleaner 
-energy

Renewable energy can improve Australia’s energy productivity 
by reducing losses from alternative, less efficient generation. 
The Australian Government’s RET supports the increased 
uptake of renewable energy. 

In January 2018, the Clean Energy Regulator advised following 
a record level of investment in renewable energy in 2017, that the 
2020 target is achievable with more than 6,500 megawatts (MW) 
of new capacity announced and 2,600 MW to be accredited in 
the 2018 calendar year.

As at 31 December 2018, 3.2 million small-scale renewable 
energy systems have been installed under the RET with potential 
to generate or displace around 13,417 GWh of electricity a year.

NSW’s Renewable Energy Action Plan seeks to encourage 
the development of renewable energy projects that achieve 
the lowest possible costs and maximum overall benefits to the 
state economy. Since 2013, it has succeeded in delivering NSW’s 
first large-scale solar farms and doubling the share of renewables 
in the NSW energy mix.

QLD is undertaking a trial for solar rental properties to 
provide incentives to landlords to install solar panels.

The ACT is on track for 100 per cent renewable electricity by 
2020 using a combination of wind, solar and battery storage 
initiatives located within or across the National Electricity Market. 
Procurement by reverse auction processes have delivered efficient 
and effective risk management, appropriate risk allocation and 
overall value for money.

http://www.cleanenergyregulator.gov.au/
https://www.environment.act.gov.au/energy/cleaner-energy
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Measure Led by Status  
(see legend p5)

Description Web link Progress or Key Achievements in 2018

The LRET includes legislated annual targets, which will 
require significant investment in new renewable energy 
generation capacity in coming years. The large-scale targets 
ramp up until 2020 when the target is 33,000 gigawatt-hours 
of renewable electricity generation.

Small-scale Renewable Energy Scheme 

The SRES creates a financial incentive for households, 
small businesses and community groups to install eligible 
small-scale renewable energy systems such as: solar water 
heaters heat pumps, solar photovoltaic (PV) systems, 
small-scale wind systems, or small-scale hydro systems. 
It does this by legislating demand for Small-scale Technology 
Certificates (STCs). STCs are created for these systems at the 
time of installation, according to the amount of electricity 
they are expected to produce or displace between the date of 
installation and the close of the scheme in 2030. For example, 
in 2018 the SRES allows eligible solar PV systems to create, 
at the time of installation, STCs equivalent to 13 years 
of expected system output.

RET-liable entities with an obligation under the LRET 
also have a legal requirement under the SRES to buy STCs 
and surrender them to the Clean Energy Regulator on 
a quarterly basis.

While it is possible for owners of renewable energy 
systems to create and sell the STCs themselves, in practice, 
installers of these systems usually offer a discount on 
the price of an installation, or a cash payment, in return 
for the right to create the STCs.
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Measure Led by Status  
(see legend p5)

Description Web link Progress or Key Achievements in 2018

3.1 Make  
choice easier

COAG On track 
/underway

The current market transition with increasing choice 
in energy services, tariffs and technologies can provide 
strong consumer benefits. However, this greater choice 
also increases complexity and could increase risks of bill 
shock for some consumers. Choice needs to be supported 
by the right tools and customer information to avoid 
adverse impacts. The COAG Energy Council is working 
on a number of projects that support the improvement of 
tools to help simplify energy choices and continue to spur 
innovation in terms of energy products and services.

https://www.aer. 
gov.au/retail- 
markets/retail- 
guidelines 
-reviews/energy- 
made-easy- 
redevelopment 
-project

To support much needed upgrades in the tariff comparator Energy 
Made Easy, the Australian Energy Regulator received $8 million 
in additional funding. The new version went live in August 2018.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry was announced in March 2017 
and delivered its final report on 11 July 2018. The report included 
a range of recommendations designed to improve customer 
experience with the market. On 23 October 2018, the Australian 
Government announced several new policies in response to 
ACCC recommendations. Of particular relevance to the National 
Energy Productivity Plan are the proposed establishment of a 
default market offer and reference bill for households and small 
businesses (noting that this will only apply to jurisdictions whose 
energy prices are regulated), underwriting new reliable generation, 
and establishing stronger protections for energy consumers. As of 
December 2018, these policies were still under development.

NSW launched Energy Switch, an electricity bill comparison and 
switching service. As well as helping customers compare electricity 
plans from all NSW household electricity providers, the service 
helps them switch plans where there is a better option, making it 
easier for consumers to choose.

In 2015, the VIC Government launched its independent price 
comparison website, Victorian Energy Compare, to encourage 
households and small businesses to shop around for the 
best energy market offers available. From 1 January 2018 to 
31 December 2018, the website received more than 1.2 million 
unique visitors, with analysis showing that VIC households who 
compare and switch using the website can typically save $330 
in the first year alone.

https://www.aer.gov.au/retail-markets/retail-guidelines-reviews/energy-made-easy-redevelopment-project
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3.2 Make 
choice easier 
— Removing 
barriers to 
data access for 
service providers

COAG On track 
/underway

This project aims to facilitate online sharing of consumer 
energy data (such as metering data) by addressing barriers 
to access. This will support consumers to reduce their bills 
through personalised advice on the best energy deals and 
services for them. It will also enable the development of 
a more competitive energy services sector and new types 
of energy services, for example energy advisory services.

N/A The Department of the Environment and Energy engaged 
consultants in November 2017, on behalf of the COAG 
Energy Council, to examine and make recommendations for 
streamlining and facilitating timely access to consumers’ energy data 
for authorised third party service providers. This includes a range 
of workshops with industry stakeholders and broad consultation 
of several options paper.

In May 2018, the Australian Government committed to develop 
an economy wide Consumer Data Right (CDR), starting 
with banking and then with energy and telecommunication 
as priority sectors. The process was extended to consider 
recommendation in the context of the wider CDR process.

A final report was provided to the Council in August 2018. 
Ministers supported the recommendations on implementing 
the energy CDR, including a single access gateway. Ministers 
wrote to the Commonwealth Treasurer requesting that this work 
is progressed immediately through the national process with initial 
datasets available by the end of 2019. Ministers requested a clear 
delivery timeline to be agreed with the Australian Competition 
and Consumer Commission (ACCC) for the next meeting in 
December 2018 and officials to progress supporting rule changes. 
In December 2018, Ministers noted the ACCC’s proposal to 
implement the CDR in the National Electricity Market in 
the first half of 2020.

The Australian Energy Market Operator has been provided with 
up to $7 million from the Australian Government in the 2018–19 
budget to develop supporting systems.
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4. Support best 
practice services  
for vulnerable  
consumers

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

There are many groups of vulnerable consumers who 
suffer a range of barriers in undertaking cost-effective 
energy productivity improvements to manage their 
energy bills. Examples include low income households, 
older consumers, remote consumers, indigenous consumers 
and recent immigrants. These consumers are particularly at 
risk of bill shock as services become more complex. 

Seeking to address these barriers can not only have significant 
benefits for these individuals, but it can contribute to wider 
economic gains through increasing their contribution 
to society, reducing wider support costs and providing 
co-benefits such as reduced health costs. Importantly it 
can also promote wider societal acceptance of new products 
and services that promote system efficiencies (such as 
reduced peaks) and lower costs for all.

The goal of this measure is to reduce the barriers to 
vulnerable consumers, effectively engaging with energy 
productivity measures and services by: developing a range 
of voluntary best practice tools and guidelines for a range of 
service providers; and identifying barriers and opportunities 
to increase service delivery in the sector, and partnering 
with other types of services.

The primary project to support this measure is Power Shift. 
Delivered by Energy Consumers Australia through a grant 
from the Australian Government, Powershift will review 
and research what measures work to best engage and support 
consumers with their different range of needs, particularly 
vulnerable consumers. It will use these findings to engage 
with service providers and researchers to develop best practice 
guidelines and tools to better support energy consumers.

On 3 December 2018, a strategic framework to guide the 
development of tools to help consumers manage their 
bills was released.

On June 2017, the Independent Review into the Future Security 
of the National Energy Market (Finkel Report) was released, 
which included a recommendation in relation to addressing barriers 
to low-income households accessing renewable energy and energy 
efficient technologies. COAG Energy Council agreed to progress 
these recommendations in August 2017. The Council considered 
an initial report in December 2018.

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission (ACCC) 
Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry was announced in March 2017 
and delivered its final report on 11 July 2018, including a wide range 
of recommendations designed to improve the customer experience 
with the market. In response to the Inquiry report, the Australian 
Government announced several new policies on 23 October 2018. 
Of particular relevance to the National Energy Productivity 
Plan is the proposed establishment of a default market offer and 
reference bill for households and small businesses (noting that this 
will only apply to jurisdictions whose energy prices are regulated), 
underwriting new reliable generation, and establishing stronger 
protections for energy consumers. As of December 2018, 
these policies were still under development.
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The VIC Government is helping to reduce the energy costs 
of vulnerable households through the following programs:

• Affordable Retrofits, supporting 800 VIC concession card 
holders with home energy retrofits, appliance replacements 
and energy advice

• VIC Healthy Homes, upgrading the homes of 1,000 vulnerable 
Victorians with complex healthcare needs and low incomes

• EnergySmart Public Housing, replacing inefficient electric 
water heaters and electric heaters and deliver tailored upgrades 
to 1,500 public housing properties

• The Latrobe Valley Home Energy Upgrade Program 
delivering solar installations and energy upgrades to up to 
1,000 households in Latrobe City, Wellington & Baw Baw 
local government areas.

The NSW Government’s Climate Change Fund is funding 
the following initiatives to help vulnerable households save 
energy and money:

• $15 million for up to 3,400 low-income households opting 
to receive a 2.5 kW solar power system if they forgo their 
low income household rebate

• $24.5 million for more than 20,000 low-income renters 
to upgrade lighting, heating and hot water systems

• $49.9 million for up to 16,500 dwellings in community, 
public and Aboriginal housing to upgrade items such as heating, 
cooling, hot water, lighting, insulation, sealing and solar PV; 
up to 4,500 energy hardship customers to receive solar PV 
systems and improve energy use knowledge; at least 23,000 
households to replace old inefficient fridges and TVs with 
new energy efficient models

• $29.9 million for up to 140,000 households to upgrade 
fixed appliances such as lights or heaters.
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Under QLD’s Affordable Energy Plan:

• All households receive a $50 dividend share to reduce 
household electricity bills

• The Energy Efficiency Rebate was offered between March/April 
and closed in June 2018, which offered rebates on washing 
machines and refrigerators

• Energy Savvy Families stage 2 will enable an additional 
4,000 families in regional QLD to install digital meters, 
energy efficiency savings and monthly energy bills

• EasyPay Reward rebate for households that register 
for direct debit and monthly eBilling.

The ACT Government’s programs support vulnerable 
households, including: 

• A 20 per cent priority household target within the Energy 
Efficiency Improvement Scheme, which delivered lifetime 
bill savings of approximately $49 million for vulnerable 
households by the end of 2018

• The Actsmart Low Income Household Energy Efficiency 
Program, which delivers practical ways for low income 
households to reduce energy and water bills

• Actsmart Solar for Low Income Program providing 
access to a subsidy enabling eligible households to 
invest in rooftop solar panels.
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5. Improve 
residential  
building  
energy ratings  
and disclosure

COAG On track 
/underway

Home buyers and renters need better information when 
they are choosing homes or renovating the home’s energy 
performance, expressed in terms of their likely energy bills, 
comfort and liveability. It is also important for the building 
sector that they have easy to use, clear and comparable tools 
and requirements which do not add to consumer confusion.

The COAG Energy Council is working with jurisdictions and 
the buildings sector to research options and consider a range 
of different tools and measures to improve information for 
residential buildings. In 2016 the Council agreed to a national 
collaborative approach to residential building energy ratings 
and disclosure.

The Council recognises that many homeowners and tenants 
are choosing homes to buy or rent or are renovating their 
homes without adequate information about their expected 
energy performance, comfort and likely future energy costs. 
The Council will work with the buildings sector to 
research options and consider a range of different tools and 
measures to improve information for residential buildings, 
including the costs and benefits of disclosure requirements.

The VIC Government’s Residential Efficiency Scorecard program 
is expanding with forty-three assessors accredited through 
the Scorecard program, and over 1,700 home assessments 
completed in VIC. 

The Scorecard is a voluntary home efficiency rating tool developed 
by the VIC Government. The Scorecard empowers householders 
to improve the energy performance of their home and save 
money on their energy bills. Householders who are interested in 
understanding more about the energy performance of their home 
can contact a private provider and arrange for a rating assessment. 
The provider collects data on site and calculates a star rating through 
the Scorecard tool on the spot. The Scorecard is a user pays service 
— assessors charge householders appropriate fees for providing 
Scorecard assessments. For more information see: https://www.
victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/save-energy-and-money/get-a-
home-energy-assessment.

VIC has developed a version of the Scorecard tool with 
expanded climate coverage for capital cities in other jurisdictions. 
During 2019 the Scorecard will be piloted in all jurisdictions 
to enable consideration of policy settings for residential building 
ratings and disclosure.

https://www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/save-energy-and-money/get-a-home-energy-assessment
https://www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/save-energy-and-money/get-a-home-energy-assessment
https://www.victorianenergysaver.vic.gov.au/save-energy-and-money/get-a-home-energy-assessment
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6.1  
Help business  
— self-manage  
energy cost

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Cost-effective investment in energy productivity in small 
and medium businesses can have strong impacts on wider 
economic productivity, savings and jobs through co-benefits 
such as modernised equipment and increased output. 
However time-poor, highly diverse businesses frequently 
face a range of information failures and have limited 
capacity to invest in this area. The Australian Government 
is investigating and testing with stakeholders options to 
better support these types of businesses, by improving 
access to highly targeted, relevant advice and support 
from trusted networks and service providers.

Energy productivity improvements in the small and 
medium sized business sector are particularly difficult 
where options need to be highly tailored and businesses 
are time-poor. 

https://www. 
eex.gov.au/ 
resources/ 
smes-and- 
community 
-organisations 
-enabling- 
best-practice 
-energy 
-efficiency

The Australian Competition and Consumer Commission Retail 
Electricity Pricing Inquiry was announced in March 2017 
and delivered its final report on 11 July 2018. It made several 
relevant recommendations including:

• State and territory governments should develop programs to 
provide information, tools and advice to small businesses to 
help them to make better energy choices (recommendation 52).

• Governments should make available well targeted assistance 
programs including energy efficiency audits to assist businesses 
most adversely impacted by the transition to more cost network 
reflective tariffs (recommendation 56).

On 17 December 2018, the Australian Government announced 
the establishment of the Business Energy Advice Program to 
help small businesses find the best energy deal and identify 
opportunities for them to use energy more efficiently.

The NSW Government’s Climate Change Fund is funding the 
following initiatives to help businesses save energy and money:

• $22.5 million for discounts to small businesses to upgrade 
equipment through partnering tradespeople and suppliers

• $7.8 million for energy management training and follow up 
support for small businesses.

https://www.eex.gov.au/resources/smes-and-community-organisations-enabling-best-practice-energy-efficiency
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QLD initiatives to help businesses include:

• Easypay Reward rebate for small businesses that register 
for direct debit and monthly eBilling.

• Business Energy Savers program, which provides assistance 
($20 million) for agricultural customers and large businesses for 
energy audits and to implement savings identified in the audits.

• Provides short training courses on business energy management, 
based on the NSW model.

ACT initiatives to help businesses include: 

• Energy Efficiency Improvement Scheme rebates for commercial 
lighting upgrades which delivered $133 million in business 
energy bill savings to over 2,800 businesses by the end of 2018. 

• Actsmart Business Energy and Water Program which 
has assisted over 600 eligible small businesses to reduce 
energy and water use while lowering operating costs and 
reducing greenhouse gas emissions.
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6.2  
Help business  
— Expanding  
on existing  
resources

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

The Australian Government will improve support for 
businesses to improve their energy productivity by building 
on current information services including the Energy 
Efficiency Exchange (EEX.gov.au) to increase the value, 
impact and awareness of existing energy productivity advice 
and decision tools for small and medium businesses. 

www.energy 
.gov.au

The energy.gov.au went live on 29 September 2017, bringing 
together a range of content on energy issues for businesses 
and households, along with government programs and policies. 
New content and features are being progressively added 
to energy.gov.au. 

The Australian Government advertising campaign Powering 
Forward added content to the site and ran across 2017–18.

The VIC Government’s Victorian Energy Saver website 
was refreshed and expanded in mid-2018.

In NSW, a new website (https://energysaver.nsw.gov.au/) 
was made available, supporting information provision and 
advice to businesses on energy productivity and savings.

6.3  
Help business  
— links to  
existing  
programs

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Cost-effective investment in energy productivity in small 
and medium businesses can have strong impacts on wider 
economic productivity, savings and jobs through co-benefits 
such as modernised equipment and increased output. 
However time-poor, highly diverse businesses in this sector 
frequently face a range of information failures and have 
limited capacity to invest in this area. 

The Australian Government is investigating options to better 
support this sector, by improving access to highly targeted, 
relevant advice and support from trusted networks and 
service providers. As part of this, we will seek opportunities 
to provide support through existing programs in this sector, 
such as the Entrepreneurs Program and relevant Industry 
Growth Centres.

On 17 December 2018, the Australian Government announced 
the establishment of the Business Energy Advice Program to 
help small businesses find the best energy deal and identify 
opportunities for them to use energy more efficiently.

http://EEX.gov.au
https://www.energy.gov.au
https://www.energy.gov.au
https://energysaver.nsw.gov.au/
http://energy.gov.au
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7.1 Support 
voluntary 
business actions

Commonwealth In place The Australian Government funded the Australian Alliance 
to Save Energy to develop five sectoral roadmaps to show how 
it could be possible to double Australia’s energy productivity 
by 2030. The roadmaps establish what different sectors of 
industry can do to improve energy productivity, what policy 
support industry seeks from government, and how sensible 
policies can unlock industrial productivity improvements 
in Australia. The roadmaps are an example of industry taking 
the lead in driving growth and innovation in the transition 
to a low carbon future.

Industry developed, through the 2xEP process, 
sectoral roadmaps containing:

1. measures for industry to undertake on its own initiative

2.  measures which would involve joint investment 
by industry and government

3.  proposed government initiatives and policy changes 
to facilitate doubling energy productivity.

https://www. 
2xep 
.org.au/ 
reports- 
publications 
.html

In VIC, the TAKE2 emissions reduction pledge program encourages 
businesses to commit to action to reduce emissions, which often 
includes steps to improve energy productivity. In June 2018, 
630 businesses had made TAKE2 pledges.

7.2 & 17  
Recognise  
business  
leadership  
and support  
voluntary  
action in  
business  
leadership  
through awards

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Providing public recognition of exemplar companies that 
have proven track records of improving energy productivity 
is an important way of showcasing these benefits to 
other companies.

www.eec 
.org.au 
/events/ 
national 
-energy 
-efficieny 
-awards 
/2018 
-award 
-winners

The National Energy Efficiency Awards 2018 were supported 
by the Australian Government (through ARENA) and 
NSW governments. Each year the Energy Efficiency Council 
recognises energy efficiency projects through its National Energy 
Efficiency Awards. In 2018 the businesses recognised were:

• Orora group — Botany Paper Mill (Best Industrial Energy 
Efficiency Project 2018)

• Museums Australia and Siemens (Best Commercial 
Building Energy Efficiency Project 2018)

• Target Australia (Leading Energy User 2018)

• Orora Group — Botany Paper Mill (Integrated Clean 
Energy Award 2018).

https://www.2xep.org.au/reports-publications.html
http://www.eec.org.au/events/national-energy-efficieny-awards/2018-award-winners
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8 Research 
business 
benchmarks and 
success factors

Commonwealth Delayed  
or limited 
progress

Australian businesses will need to play a significant 
role in working towards Australia’s national energy 
productivity target. Monitoring progress will be critical. 
This measure will help by:

• Researching the best energy productivity metrics available 
at the firm and sector level

• Analysing relationships between energy productivity and 
company performance

• Developing benchmarking tools and dashboards to help 
companies compare their performance against sectoral 
averages and government track progress towards targets.

Building a new research base that will support companies 
in how energy productivity can drive financial performance 
and competitiveness in their business, including through 
consideration of appropriate benchmarking.

Work was undertaken between the Department of the 
Environment and Energy, the Clean Energy Regulator and 
the Australian Bureau of Statistics, as part of Data Integration 
Partnership Australia. 
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9.1 Updated  
Commercial 
Building 
Disclosure  
Program

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Disclosure of the National Buildings Energy Rating Scheme 
energy rating of commercial buildings can have significant 
benefits for both tenants and building owners, and by 
providing transparency allows the market to effectively drive 
demand for better buildings. The Australian Government 
undertook a comprehensive review of the Commercial 
Building Disclosure (CBD) Program in 2015, 
which has demonstrated these benefits, and has now 
expanded the program to smaller office buildings as per 
review recommendations.

The Australian Government is in the process of planning 
for a 2018/19 review of the CBD Program to assess 
whether mandatory disclosure could be extended to 
other high energy using building classes.

www.cbd 
.gov.au

On 18 December 2018, the Australian Government initiated an 
independent review of the CBD to consider expanding it from office 
buildings to other high energy using buildings, such as data centres, 
office tenancies, hotels and shopping centres.

In relation to the 2015 Review of the CBD program:

• The communication strategy and advertising campaign 
was completed. This campaign advised building owners 
between 1,000 and 2,000 m2 that they may be impacted 
by proposed changes to the CBD program, invoicing direct 
mail-outs to building owners and advertising on commercial 
real estate websites.

• A project to update the Building Energy Efficiency 
Certificates issued by the CBD program is being finalised 
with the Department of the Environment and Energy’s ICT 
system provider. This will provide additional information 
on the front page to show a simple aggregated metric 
for the Tenancy Lighting Assessment.

• A feasibility study into expansion of the CBD Program 
to other commercial building types, has been completed, 
ahead of the formal review of the CBD program in 2018–19.

http://www.cbd.gov.au
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9.2 Extend  
CBD to other  
building types

COAG On track 
/underway

Commercial buildings account for over 10 per cent of energy 
use in Australia and due to their estimated 40 year life span, 
lock in greenhouse gas emissions for these future years 
to come. The National Buildings Energy Rating Scheme 
(NABERS) Energy rating tool provides star ratings, 
based on actual energy performance, which drive owner 
investment in energy improvements. NABERS tools 
exist for a variety of commercial buildings such as offices, 
shopping centres, hotels and data centres, however, 
only offices with a net lettable area of 1000m2 are required 
to obtain a NABERS Energy rating under the Building Energy 
Efficiency Disclosure Act 2010. For all other commercial 
building types, obtaining a rating is voluntary. 

Extension of mandatory disclosure and development of 
NABERS energy rating tools for other building types such 
as aged care facilities, hospitals, schools, universities and 
apartment buildings, could drive substantive savings in 
the commercial buildings sector and reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions. This is in line with the NABERS five year 
development plan.

The CBD Program is scheduled for review in 2018–19 
which will consider the effectiveness of the current program 
and examine the case for extending it to other high energy 
using commercial building classes.

www.nabers 
.gov.au

The NABERS Co-Assess delivery mechanism was launched on 
5 June 2018. NABERS Co-Assess allows office tenancy ratings 
to be certified alongside base building and/or whole building 
NABERS Energy ratings, through a single application process. 
This project greatly reduces the cost of conducting a NABERS 
Energy rating for tenancies, while leveraging on the high uptake 
of NABERS Energy ratings among building owners to reach 
a greater proportion of the often-elusive tenancy market.

The NABERS for Apartment Buildings rating tool was also 
launched on 5 June 2018. This tool targets the energy consumption 
in the common areas of apartment buildings — which can account 
for 40 to 60 per cent of all energy consumed in the building. 
This means it has the potential to unlock significant energy savings 
for apartment owners across Australia. Assessor training and pilot 
ratings were also successfully completed during the launch phase 
to test the tool and training material. An online platform for 
the tool was launched on 22 October 2018.

Work begun on the NABERS Online project which 
will allow new sectors of the built environment to use 
NABERS and enable a faster expansion for new rating tools. 
Development of the new platform is due to start in January 2019.

http://www.nabers.gov.au
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9.3 National  
Green Lease  
Policy

COAG Delayed  
or limited 
progress

Options are being considered for the further development 
and promotion of leasing tools such as green lease schedules 
aimed at improving building energy performance.

Further development, review and promotion of leasing 
tools such as green lease schedules aimed at improving 
building energy performance.

https://www. 
energy. 
gov.au/ 
publications/ 
energy- 
efficiency- 
government 
-operations 
-analysis- 
australian 
-governments 
-green-lease

In January 2018, Australian Government-funded evaluation 
of the current use and effectiveness of the Green Lease Schedules 
(GLS) in its Energy Efficiency in Government Operations (EEGO) 
policy including recommendations to guide the development of 
future GLS. The evaluation was achieved through stakeholder 
consultations and a review of literature and better practices. 
The evaluation found that while the GLS in the EEGO policy 
are viewed as helpful to establish a dialogue between landlords 
and tenants around the environmental performance of a building, 
the EEGO policy itself is having reduced impact primarily as a 
result of limited incentive to comply and the perceived complexity 
and import of the GLS. The recommendations concern ways to 
improve the uptake of GLS, including:

• improved incentives to use GLS

• reduced complexity of GLS

• increased flexibility of GLS.

https://www.energy.gov.au/publications/energy-efficiency-government-operations-analysis-australian-governments-green-lease
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9.4 Mid tier 
and building 
retrofit toolkit

COAG Significant  
delays or  
no progress

Mid-tier commercial office buildings (B, C and D 
grade assets) have lagged significantly behind top-tier 
buildings in implementing energy retrofits and represent 
a large opportunity for energy productivity improvement. 
The mid-tier national pathway report recommended 
the creation of a joint industry and government 
mid-tier working group to progress a number 
of projects identified under the report.

The project considers options for the development 
(in partnership with industry) of innovative approaches 
for addressing barriers to energy productivity improvements 
in mid-tier office buildings, including targeted promotion, 
tool development and innovative financing mechanisms 
(for example, Environmental Upgrade Agreements 
or Finance). This builds on the work of the Green 
Buildings Council of Australia in developing a national 
pathway to improving energy productivity for mid-tier 
commercial office buildings, and the work of the NSW, 
VIC and capital city local government initiatives.

https://new. 
gbca.org.au/ 
news/ 
gbca-media- 
releases/ 
opportunity- 
knocks- 
accelerating- 
energy- 
efficiency- 
our-cities/

No progress in 2018.

9.5  
Best practice  
HVAC

COAG On track 
/underway

Work with industry on investigating standards and 
options for the promotion of best practice in the energy 
efficiency design, commissioning and maintenance 
of Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning and Refrigeration 
(HVAC&R) and Building Management Systems. This will 
include engagement with the HVAC&R industry and its 
industry-led low emissions future initiative.

Training sessions for the Calculating Cool HVAC rating tool were 
held in Canberra, Sydney and Melbourne with over 90 participants.

Along with regulatory measures the Department of the 
Environment and Energy will work with businesses to develop 
information to better inform equipment owners of the benefits 
of ensuring proper installation of new equipment and regular 
equipment maintenance. This will achieve substantial emissions 
savings through reduced gas leakage and lower electricity use. 
Businesses will benefit through reduced electricity costs and 
reduced replacement costs for gas leakage.

https://new.gbca.org.au/news/gbca-media-releases/opportunity-knocks-accelerating-energy-efficiency-our-cities/
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10. Improve 
aviation and  
marine energy  
productivity

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Aviation

Australia is contributing to the International Civil Aviation 
Organization’s (ICAO) aspirational goals of achieving 
a global fuel efficiency improvement of two per cent 
year-on-year until 2050, as well as capping the global net 
CO2 emissions from international aviation at 2020 levels.

Australia has developed a State Action Plan ‘Managing the 
Carbon Footprint of Australian Aviation’, which outlines 
a range of measures progressively introduced since 2012 
to improve the efficiency of Australia’s aviation system. 
Measures include fleet renewal, improved air traffic 
management and more efficient on-ground operations.

Maritime

The Australian Government works with the 
International Maritime Organisation (IMO) to protect the 
marine environment. In April 2018, the Initial Strategy on 
the reduction of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions from ships 
was adopted by the International Maritime Organisation’s 
Marine Environment Protection Committee. This Initial 
Strategy agreed targets as follows:

1.  To reduce CO2 emissions per transport work, as an average 
across international shipping by at least 40 per cent 
by 2030, pursuing efforts towards 70 per cent by 2050, 
compared to 2008; and

2.  To peak GHG emissions from international shipping as 
soon as possible and to reduce total annual GHG emissions 
by at least 50 per cent by 2050 compared to 2008.

https:// 
infrastructure. 
gov.au/aviation/ 
environmental/ 
emissions/ 
index.aspx

http://www. 
imo.org/en/ 
MediaCentre/ 
HotTopics/ 
GHG/Pages/ 
EEDI.aspx

https:// 
glomeep. 
imo.org/

Aviation

Sustainable fuel use is now being trialled by major 
Australian airlines. In October 2017, Virgin Australia announced 
a two-year initiative to trial sustainable aviation fuel through 
Brisbane Airport’s fuel supply system. Qantas is also trialling 
sustainable fuels, operating the world’s first dedicated biofuel 
flight between the United States and Australia in January 2018. 

In June 2018, Australia supported the ICAO Council’s adoption 
of the Standards and Recommended Practices for the ICAO 
Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for International 
Aviation (CORSIA). The Australian Government and eligible 
Australian international airlines will commence implementation 
of the CORSIA from 1 January 2019.

Maritime

In October 2018, the IMO’s Marine Environment Protection 
Committee agreed to an action plan on candidate measures to 
implement the Initial Strategy going forward to 2023. 

The impetus to meet these emissions reductions targets is expected 
to drive investment in alternative fuels, leading to further energy 
productivity benefits.

https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
https://www.infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
https://infrastructure.gov.au/aviation/environmental/emissions/index.aspx
http://www.imo.org/en/MediaCentre/HotTopics/GHG/Pages/EEDI.aspx
https://glomeep.imo.org/
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11 Reduce  
barriers to  
finance

Commonwealth In place The Clean Energy Finance Corporation (CEFC) provides 
access to finance for energy productivity improvements, 
but there remain a range of barriers which can limit efficient 
private sector investment in energy productivity improvements. 
International efforts are underway to reduce barriers to energy 
efficiency finance and Australia can benefit from learning 
from other countries’ best practices.

There remain a range of barriers which can limit efficient 
private sector investment in energy productivity improvements. 
A range of measures are addressing these issues, including new 
and existing projects under the CEFC, and under the G20 
Energy Efficiency & Finance Task Group, coordinated by the 
International Partnership on Energy Efficiency Cooperation.

https://www. 
cefc.com.au/ 

https://ipeec 
.org/cms/21- 
energy- 
efficiency- 
finance- 
task-group- 
eeftg-.html

In the 12 months to June 2018, the CEFC committed a further 
$944 million to energy efficiency projects, $100 million to transport 
projects and $1.1 billion to renewable energy projects (measure 11). 
Examples of projects that the CEFC invested in 2018 include:

• $100 million towards low interest loans in SA to help pay 
for the installation of a home battery system.

• $100 million to improve the productivity and 
energy efficiency of Australian farms. 

• $90 million for clean energy family homes.

• $35 million to finance the expansion of smart meter uptake.

• $39 million for a new high energy performance 
hotel in Melbourne. 

12.1 Improve  
productivity in  
government  
operations —  
Commonwealth

Commonwealth Delayed  
or limited 
progress

The Australian Government committed to review and revise 
its existing Energy Efficiency in Government Operations 
(EEGO) policy by the end of 2016. 

Improving the energy productivity of government operations 
will deliver energy, cost and emissions savings for the 
Australian Government. In addition, it will demonstrate 
leadership and drive innovation and market development 
in related industries through government purchasing power.

The Australian Government is reviewing and revising its 
existing EEGO policy. The new whole of government policy 
has the aim of improving the energy productivity of the 
government’s own operations. Research activities underway 
consider energy efficiency and fuel switching opportunities 
across all energy use categories with a view to extending 
the scope of the policy.

https://www. 
energy.gov.au/ 
government- 
priorities/ 
energy- 
productivity- 
and-energy 
-efficiency/ 
government 
-buildings

The Australian Government is considering the proposed revisions 
to the EEGO policy.

In January 2018, the Department of the Environment and Energy 
published the results of a project to identify potential issues with 
implementing Australian Government green leases and advice 
for improvement in the new policy, including update of Australian 
Government Green Lease Schedules (GLS) and guidance material. 
The project found that while the GLS in the EEGO policy are 
viewed as helpful to establish a dialogue between landlords and 
tenants around the environmental performance of a building, 
the EEGO policy itself is having reduced impact primarily as a 
result of limited incentive to comply and the perceived complexity 
and import of the GLS. The recommendations concern ways to 
improve the uptake of GLS, including:

• improved incentives to use GLS

• reduced complexity of GLS

• increased flexibility of GLS.

https://www.cefc.com.au/
https://ipeec.org/cms/21-energy-efficiency-finance-task-group-eeftg-.html
https://www.energy.gov.au/government-priorities/energy-productivity-and-energy-efficiency/government-buildings
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12.2 Improve 
productivity 
in government 
operations 
— jurisdictions

Jurisdiction On track 
/underway

Governments should lead by example. Action undertaken 
by governments on their own energy productivity delivers 
energy, cost and emission savings. It can also have flow on 
benefits to the community and economy through leadership 
and driving market development in related services 
and technologies. 

The governments of the Commonwealth, the ACT, NSW, 
VIC and SA have programs to improve the energy efficiency 
of their operations. Jurisdictional governments are actively 
collaborating in the ongoing development of policies to 
improve their own energy productivity, in order to share 
learnings and improve the effectiveness of their policies.

To collaborate and share learnings with the aim of 
developing better policies and programs to improve the 
energy productivity of government operations in Australia.

Between July 2017 and December 2018, the VIC Greener 
Government Buildings program has funded over $15 million in 
energy efficiency upgrades across existing government buildings, 
including a number of hospitals and educational facilities in both 
metro and regional areas. These projects each have a payback period 
of less than five years and are aggregately estimated to achieve at 
least $3 million in energy savings and reduce over 12,000 tonnes 
of greenhouse gas emissions per year.

The NSW Government Resource Efficiency Policy sets standards 
and targets for buildings, vehicles and appliances to reduce the 
NSW Government’s energy use and operating costs. NSW agencies 
have implemented over 500 energy efficiency projects at their sites, 
generating total bill savings of over $10 million. In August 2018, 
the NSW Government announced it was introducing a new target to 
accelerate the roll-out of solar panels on government buildings, such as 
schools and hospitals. The target is to reach 25,000 MW hours of solar 
energy a year by 2021, and 55,000 MW hours a year by 2024.

As part of the Queensland Building Plan and the Queensland 
Climate Strategy, work is progressing to investigate how 
to improve the sustainability of government buildings, 
particularly improved energy efficiency and reduced emissions 
from government operations. 

Since 2012, the ACT Government has been working to 
achieve carbon neutral operations through the Carbon Neutral 
Government Framework. Under the associated loan fund, the ACT 
Government has supported 29 projects to a value of approximately 
$14.9 million. A diverse range of projects have been supported 
including; lighting upgrades, heating, ventilation and cooling 
upgrades, smart building management systems, and an off grid 
solar photovoltaic system connected to battery storage. The ACT 
Government currently saves more than $2 million per year on 
energy costs as a result of the program. 
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12.3 Improve 
energy 
productivity 
in government 
operations — 
Street Lighting

COAG On track 
/underway

Outdated inefficient street lighting technology in Australia and 
New Zealand uses more energy than is necessary to provide 
street lighting services to the community. Modern LED 
and smart control street lighting technology provides the 
opportunity to significantly reduce energy, emissions and costs.

Support the Institute of Public Works Engineering Australia 
(IPWEA) Street Lighting and Smart Controls Program, 
to improve energy productivity of government operations 
through more efficient street lighting.

IPWEA has initiated a project with public and private sector 
partners to deliver a two-year Street Lighting and Smart 
Controls Program to inform and educate public works 
professionals, utility providers and private sector partners 
on the application and benefits of Street Lighting and Smart 
Controls technology. And to bring stakeholders together to 
address barriers that are constraining the effective widespread 
roll out of LED street lighting and associated smart controls 
in Australia and New Zealand.

In March 2018, the Australian Government Department of the 
Environment and Energy released a consultation paper Proposal 
for a new Small Load Metering Regulatory Framework for 
Street Lighting.

In August 2018, the NSW Government announced the provision 
of $12.5 million to help local councils upgrade 60,000 street lights 
with LEDs. This will lead to around $22 million in energy bill 
savings by 2035, which will enable councils to free up funding 
for local services and infrastructure.

13.1 Support 
innovation and 
commercialisation 

— innovations 
support

Commonwealth In place Promoting innovation and commercialisation of new 
technologies and processes to improve energy productivity is a 
critical element in ensuring Australia’s ongoing competitiveness.

The Australian Renewable Energy Agency (ARENA) 
will help improve energy productivity in Australia by supporting 
replicable, innovative and efficient energy use and adoption 
of renewable energy across the industry, built environment 
and transport sectors.

ARENA aims to help meet — and show the potential to exceed 
— the National Energy Productivity Plan goal by showing 
how different technologies and approaches (including energy 
efficiency, electrification and fuel switching to renewable energy 
sources) could reduce energy use and associated emissions 
while improving productivity.

www.arena. 
gov.au/ 
about/ 
funding 
-strategy- 
investment 
-plan/

Funding of various projects under the Improving Energy 
Productivity investment priority — projects include industrial sites, 
buildings and transport. In 2017–18, ARENA committed 
$12.1 million towards 13 projects to improve energy productivity. 

In August 2018, the NSW Government announced the 
$55 million Emerging Energy Program to support new 
technologies that provide energy on-demand and help 
secure energy supply. The program will leverage considerable 
additional private sector investment.

http://www.arena.gov.au/about/funding-strategy-investment-plan/
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13.2 Support 
innovation and 
commercialisation 
— Low  
Emissions  
Technology  
Roadmap

Commonwealth Completed The Roadmap is an independent assessment by CSIRO, 
based on extensive stakeholder consultation, modelling 
and analysis, which aims to identify:

• the mix of low emission technologies in the electricity, 
industrial and transport sectors that will allow Australia 
to meet or exceed its emissions targets

• opportunities for Australian industry to take advantage 
of supply chains for the identified technologies.

https://www. 
csiro.au/en/ 
Do-business 
/Futures/ 
Reports 
/Low- 
Emissions- 
Technology 
-Roadmap

Implementation of the project linked to the measure is 
fully completed, the Low Emmisions Technilogy Roadmap 
was released in June 2017. 

On 10 August 2018, the COAG Energy Council agreed that 
the Chief Scientist, in close consultation with officials, will bring 
a proposal for the development of a national hydrogen strategy 
to the Council’s December 2018 meeting.

CSIRO’s National Hydrogen Roadmap, released on 
23 August 2018, is a follow-on product from CSIRO’s 2017 
Low Emissions Technology Roadmap, which identified hydrogen 
as a key economic opportunity for Australia. 

14 Improve 
light vehicle 
efficiency

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Australia’s light vehicle fleet is less efficient than 
many other countries’.

Through the Ministerial Forum on Vehicle Emissions, 
the Australian Government is considering a range 
of measures to improve light vehicle efficiency, 
including the introduction of a fuel efficiency standard.

Improving the efficiency of the light vehicle fleet will reduce 
fuel costs for households and businesses, reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions and improve energy productivity.

https:// 
infrastructure 
.gov.au/ 
vehicles/ 
environment/ 
forum/index 
.aspx

The Ministerial Forum on Vehicle Emissions has been consulting 
on measures to improve fuel quality, reduce noxious emissions 
and deliver greater fuel efficiency. The Australian Government 
is taking a careful consultative approach including seeking 
views from business and industry, consumer, health and 
environment groups.

https://www.csiro.au/en/Do-business/Futures/Reports/Low-Emissions-Technology-Roadmap
https://infrastructure.gov.au/vehicles/environment/forum/index.aspx
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15 Drive 
innovation 
in transport and 
infrastructure 
systems

COAG In place Working through the COAG Transport and Infrastructure 
Council, develop a National Policy Framework 
(and Action Plan) for Land Transport Technologies to 
facilitate the deployment of Intelligent Transport Systems 
and coordination of supporting regulatory, technical and 
planning issues. To be implemented between 2016–2019.

https://
infrastructure. 
gov.au/ 
transport/ 
land-transport 
-technology/ 
national 
-policy 
-framework 
-Land- 
transport- 
technology 
.aspx

An improved satellite positioning test bed has been established 
to trial a range of transport applications, including connected 
and automated vehicles. Trials of connected and automated 
vehicles has now been planned, already underway or is complete 
in most states and territories.

Industry consultation has been undertaken on a range of policy 
issues, including cyber security for modern motor vehicles, 
road agency data to support emerging technologies and 
future deployment of connected vehicles.

In 2018–19 the COAG Energy Council funded a Smart Truck 
Rating Trial to pilot a Smart Truck Rating Label to provide an 
indicator of the energy efficiency, environmental and ‘smart’ 
performance of trucks to transform decision making and 
drive change in the market.

16 More liveable 
accessible and 
productive cities

COAG On track 
/underway

The Australian Government committed to the Smart Cities 
Plan in 2016. The Smart Cities Plan represents a framework 
for cities policy at the federal level — and it is a framework 
that guides action across various portfolios, to deliver better 
outcomes for Australian cities, the people who live in them 
and all Australians.

City Deals are the key mechanism for delivering on the 
Smart Cities Plan. They are a long-term partnership between 
the three levels of government and the community to work 
towards a shared vision for productive and liveable cities.

The Australian Government’s $50 million Smart Cities and 
Suburbs Program is supporting the delivery of innovative 
smart city projects that improve the liveability, productivity 
and sustainability of cities and towns across Australia.

https:// 
infrastructure 
.gov.au/cities 
/city-deals/ 
index.aspx

https:// 
infrastructure 
.gov.au/cities/ 
smart-cities/

Three City Deals have been agreed to date in Townsville 
(9 December 2016), Launceston (20 April 2017) and 
Western Sydney (4 March 2018). City Deals for Hobart, 
Geelong, Darwin and Perth are under negotiation. 

On 17 November 2017, the successful projects of Round One 
of the Smart Cities and Suburbs Program were announced. 
Forty nine projects will benefit from a total of $27.7 million in 
Australian Government funding, across all states and territories. 
Successful projects are being co-funded by partners including local 
governments, industry, research organisations and the private sector. 
In addition to the Australian Government’s funding, project partners 
including local governments, industry, research organisations and 
the private sector are contributing almost $36 million.

https://infrastructure.gov.au/transport/land-transport-technology/national-policy-framework-Land-transport-technology.aspx
https://infrastructure.gov.au/cities/city-deals/index.aspx
https://infrastructure.gov.au/cities/smart-cities/
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17 Promote 
leading practice

COAG, 
Commonwealth 
and Jurisdictions

In place Encouraging industry take-up of leading technologies and 
practices ensures optimum outcomes for energy savings, 
cost reductions and improved economic productivity.

There is potential to drive energy productivity innovation 
through the promotion and recognition of leaders. 

Australia is a member of the TOP TENS task group 
of the International Partnership for Energy Efficiency 
Cooperation (IPEEC). TOP TENs identifies, showcases 
and promotes the best available energy efficiency technologies 
and practices for select sectors by developing domestic and 
international lists of Top Ten Best Practices and Top Ten 
Best Available Technologies. Through this collaborative work, 
TOP TENs aims to help policy makers and businesses make 
informed decisions regarding the deployment of energy saving 
solutions that are practical, cost-effective and scalable.

https:// 
www.eex.
gov.au/top-ten- 
technologies 
-and-practices

In July 2018, the International TOP TENs lists was published 
on the IPEEC website and comprised of a number of member 
countries’ best practices and best technologies.

As part of the NSW Government’s objective to meet net-zero 
emissions by 2050, the NSW Clean Energy Knowledge Sharing 
Initiative was introduced by inviting businesses to share stories, 
break down barriers and directly support clean energy projects.

18 Collaborate 
internationally

Commonwealth In place Collaboration between international governments and 
organisations on energy productivity can achieve better 
outcomes more quickly and reduce regulation through 
greater alignment. A range of work streams is underway, 
including through the G20, the International Energy 
Agency and the IPEEC and the Asia Pacific Economic 
Cooperation forum (APEC).

Australia co-chairs the Building Energy Efficiency Task 
Group (BEET) of IPEEC. BEET is a collaborative platform for 
countries to research, inform and support the development and 
implementation of effective building energy efficiency polices, 
with a core focus on building rating systems and building codes.

The NSW Office of Environment and Heritage is leading a 
capacity building project co-funded by APEC that provides 
policy practitioners with best practice information on how to 
design and establish new energy efficiency obligation schemes 
relevant for government priorities and policy objectives in 
APEC member economies (see also NEPP measure 3.2).

https://www.eex.gov.au/top-ten-technologies-and-practices
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19 Emerging  
technologies  
in the electricity  
system & 
33 Review the 
National Energy  
Customer  
Framework  
(NECF)  
for disruptive  
technologies

COAG On track 
/underway

The Emerging Technologies program aims to ensure 
regulatory frameworks are fit for purpose to cope with the 
effects of emerging technologies and to enable consumers 
to benefit from innovative services while mitigating 
any risks. It aims to ensure regulatory frameworks are flexible 
enough to support a successful transition of the electricity 
market to a future characterized by more and increasingly 
decentralized supply options.

Undertake a range of reviews of existing regulatory 
arrangements and propose reforms necessary in order to 
ensure regulatory frameworks are fit for purpose to cope 
with the effects of emerging technologies and to enable 
consumers to benefit from innovative services while 
mitigating any risks.

https://www. 
aemc.gov.au/ 
rule-changes/ 
register-of 
-distributed 
-energy- 
resources

http://energy 
live.aemo. 
com.au/ 
News/Register 
-of-DER

https://www. 
aemc.gov.au/ 
market 
-reviews-advice 
/review- 
regulatory- 
frameworks 
-stand-alone 
-power 
-systems

In its 2018–19 budget, the Australian Government allocated 
$600,000 to support the development of the register of 
distributed energy resources, such as solar panels and batteries, 
which will support better management of the grid.

In August 2018, the COAG Energy Council tasked the Australian 
Energy Market Commission (AEMC) with a review to identify 
law and rule changes required to allow stand-alone power systems 
(including micro-grids) where it is economically efficient to 
do so, while maintaining appropriate consumer protections 
and service standards.

In September 2018, the AEMC made a final rule for the Australian 
Energy Market Operator (AEMO) to commence operation of the 
Distributed Energy Resources (DER) Register by December 2019.

The Council reached agreement on a policy approach to behind 
the meter consumer protections including development of an 
industry code. An industry code for behind the meter products and 
services is currently being developed by an industry working group.

The Frequency Control Frameworks Review identified 
potential barriers to distributed energy providing system services, 
including Frequency Control Ancillary Services (FCAS), 
such as DER registration categories, connections frameworks 
and technical interactions. The review recommended AEMO 
to submit a rule change to clarify that Market Ancillary Service 
Providers are able to provide ancillary services though small 
generating units and to enable Small Generation Aggregators to 
classify small generating units as ancillary service generating units.

The review also recommended that by the end of 2018 AEMO, 
AEMC and the Australian Energy Regulator establish a virtual 
power plant (comprised of a number of small scale batteries) 
trial program to better understand technical requirements 
of providing FCAS. Trials will be established in late 2019.

https://www.aemc.gov.au/rule-changes/register-of-distributed-energy-resources
http://energylive.aemo.com.au/News/Register-of-DER
https://www.aemc.gov.au/market-reviews-advice/review-regulatory-frameworks-stand-alone-power-systems
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The Reliability Frameworks Review recommended introducing 
a new mechanism for wholesale demand response in which DER 
in aggregate could participate. It also recommended introducing a 
short-term forward market which would allow demand response 
providers, including aggregators, to lock in prices ahead of dispatch. 
Rule change requests have been submitted to create a wholesale demand 
response mechanism and a short term forward market. A decision on 
the wholesale demand response mechanism is expected by the end 
of 2019, and on the short term forward market in 2020.

In October 2018, the Australian Renewable Energy Agency 
launched the Distributed Energy Integration Program which is 
a is a collaboration of energy peak bodies, market bodies, industry 
associations and consumers associations to maximise the value of DER 
for all energy users and explore how the operation and regulation of 
electricity distribution networks may need to change in the future to 
accommodate an increased uptake of distributed energy resources. 
This builds on previous work that looked at how a distribution system 
operator could optimise decentralised energy systems and AEMC’s 
‘Distribution Market Model’ project. 

The AEMC’s Annual Review of Electricity Network Regulation provides 
a platform for the AEMC to continue to explore the development of a 
competitive distribution market. The report is due by the end of 2019.

The Council reached agreement on a policy approach to regulating  
off-grid systems, and a transition framework for standalone systems.

A Council Rule change request has been issued to the AEMC 
and the AEMC has commenced consultation. 

Work towards this measure is ongoing in states and territories. 
For example in the ACT, an $8 million research program on battery 
storage includes research into energy storage and power conversion; 
data analytics; device optimisation and control; and regulation to 
improve storage and integration of renewable energy into the grid.
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20 Deliver a gas 
supply strategy

COAG On track 
/underway

The eastern gas market is undergoing a period of rapid 
transformation due to being export linked with the 
commissioning of LNG trains in QLD, characterised by 
uncertainty about gas price and availability outcomes, 
drivers and policy responses. A range of gas strategies are being 
progressed that are expected to report back throughout 2016.

The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC) released its 
Review into the scope of economic regulation applied to covered 
pipelines (that is, the review of Parts 8 to 12). In August 2018, 
COAG Energy Council endorsed the recommendations proposed 
by the AEMC through changes to the National Gas Rules. 
The proposed rule change is currently being implemented.

21.1 Vertigan  
Governance  
Review 
recommendations 
to keep pace 
with changes  
in the energy 
market

COAG On track 
/underway

In order to increase energy productivity, energy markets 
must be agile in adjusting to market change, and supporting 
policy and governance must be similarly responsive. 
A 2015 Review of Governance Arrangements for the 
Australian Energy Market Institutions found governance 
arrangements for the Council and energy market institutions 
were fundamentally sound, but recommended a number 
of enhancements to these roles.

In December 2015, a Governance Response Implementation 
Plan (GRIP) was agreed to progress recommendations. 
The GRIP divides the recommendations into eight projects 
that are being actioned.

http://www. 
coagenergy 
council.gov.au/ 
council- 
priorities/ 
improving- 
market- 
performance

In November 2017, the COAG Energy Council appointed two 
additional AEMC Commissioners bringing the total number to five, 
completing recommendation 6.1 of the Review of Governance 
Arrangements for the Australian Energy Market Institutions.

In early 2018, legislative amendments were made resulting in all 
AEMC appointments requiring agreement by at least two thirds 
of the Council, completing recommendation 6.3. The AEMC 
delivered strategic advice to the Council in December 2017, 
completing recommendation 3.1, and increased the 
prioritisation and transparency of AEMC processes, 
completing recommendations 3.2 to 3.8.

http://www.coagenergycouncil.gov.au/council-priorities/improving-market-performance
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21.2 Reform  
governance  
to keep pace  
with change  
— Finkel

COAG On track 
/underway

At an extraordinary meeting on 7 October 2016, COAG 
Energy Ministers agreed to an independent review of the 
national electricity market to take stock of its current security 
and reliability and to provide advice to governments on a 
coordinated national reform blueprint.

Dr Alan Finkel AO, Australia’s Chief Scientist, was Chair 
of the Expert Panel that conducted the review. Ms Karen 
Moses FAICD, Ms Chloe Munro, Mr Terry Effeney and 
Professor Mary O’Kane AC were the members of the 
Expert Panel.

https://www. 
energy.gov.au/ 
government- 
priorities/ 
energy- 
markets/ 
independent- 
review-
future-security- 
national- 
electricity- 
market

The 2017 COAG Energy Council Report to COAG Leaders on 
Finkel implementation was publicly released on 16 March 2018. 
This is an annual report as part of recommendation 7.4 
of the Finkel Review.

In August 2017, the COAG Energy Council established the Energy 
Security Board to coordinate the implementation of the reform 
blue print and provide whole of system oversight for security and 
reliability to provide better outcomes for consumers. This gives 
effect to recommendation 7.2 of the Finkel Review. 

On December 2018, the Energy Security Board published the 
inaugural Health of the National Electricity Market Report as 
part of recommendation 7.6. This will be an annual document. 

22 Develop 
an Energy Use 
Data Model for 
better planning

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

Understanding changing consumer demand plays a 
critical role in improving energy productivity, through: 
informing adequate market planning, new product and 
services innovation and effective policy. Recognised and 
growing gaps in energy use data in a rapidly changing market 
over the last decade has already created substantive challenges 
in forecasting and policy development, contributing in turn 
to inefficient infrastructure development. 

The Australian Government is addressing these data 
gaps through the development of an Energy Use 
Data Model (EUDM). The EUDM is an online platform 
that brings together existing datasets (many of which 
are protected and have never been integrated before), 
new datasets and value-adding analysis to make as much 
data as possible available for forecasting, policy analysis 
and wherever possible public energy market research.

The EUDM project also includes a significant research 
program, addressing short, medium and long term 
forecasting needs and enabling the development 
of evidence-based policy. 

https://eudm 
.csiro.au/

The 2017 COAG Energy Council Report to COAG Leaders on Finkel 
implementation was publicly released on 16 March 2018. This is an 
annual report as part of recommendation 7.4 of the Finkel Review.

In August 2017, the COAG Energy Council established the Energy 
Security Board to coordinate the implementation of the reform 
blue print and provide whole of system oversight for security and 
reliability to provide better outcomes for consumers. This gives 
effect to recommendation 7.2 of the Finkel Review. 

On December 2018, the Energy Security Board published the 
inaugural Health of the National Electricity Market Report as 
part of recommendation 7.6. This will be an annual document. 

The initial pilot EUDM platform was released in early 2018 to 
stakeholders for review. It includes over 100 data sets, many of 
which have never been accessible before, such as:

• zone substation data from all networks around Australia over 
the past 10 years, providing locational regional demand profiles

• new surveys linking demographic information with 
smart meter data

https://www.energy.gov.au/government-priorities/energy-markets/independent-review-future-security-national-electricity-market
https://eudm.csiro.au/
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The EUDM was recognised by the Finkel review (mid 2017) 
as a critical element to future planning in the energy market 
and a core part of the proposed energy market data strategy.

• CSIRO Energise App that enables fast-turnaround surveys 
on energy use, consumer behaviour and characteristics.

The EUDM pilot platform also includes new research value-adding 
to these datasets:

• estimates of air conditioner and PV loads on all zone substation 
data nationwide to support improved weather-related forecasting

• tools to cluster meter data to identify representative 
consumer load profiles

• analysis of meter data against building data to provide 
new evidence on cost-effective building improvements

• evidence of survey methodologies to increase response rates 
for energy use data from Australian households.

The EUDM has already contributed to policy development. For the 
Australian Competition and Consumer Commission inquiry into 
retail electricity prices, the EUDM data was used to analyses new 
tariff structures to demonstrate that: tariff structure consistently had 
no significant impact on typical retail price; and where tariff choice 
was meaningful a flat structure was marginally cheaper.

The Australian Government committed further funds 
($13.4 million over five years) in the 2017–18 budget to continue 
to expand CSIRO’s proof-of-concept model into a comprehensive 
system and ensure it is an ongoing resource for the energy market. 
It is expected to be publicly launched in early 2019. A permanent 
governance model is also being developed as a joint Australian 
Government partnership.
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23 Competitive  
smart meter  
rollout

COAG On track 
/underway

Advanced metering will be critical in: supporting 
flexible prices, empowering consumers to better manage 
their bills, supporting efficient management and 
planning in networks, and enabling new technologies 
and services. Market-led voluntary competitive metering 
has already begun in advance of the new rules, and will 
accelerate after their commencement in December 2017. 
Retailers are expected to offer a range of new services enabled 
by smart meters, which will encourage customer take-up.

The Australian Energy Regulator commenced monitoring of smart 
meter installations as part of their retailer performance monitoring. 
A rule change requiring meters to be installed within a specified 
timeframe was submitted in March 2018. A draft rule was 
made in September 2018, requiring meters be installed 
within 15 business days, or on the date agreed by the customer. 
A final decision is expected in December 2019.

24 Improve  
the exchange  
of market data

COAG On track 
/underway

Barriers currently exist in energy market data systems to 
support the integration of new products and services and 
effective competition. Systems need to be flexible enough 
to adapt. Data exchange mechanisms need to facilitate 
the development of innovative services, which support 
competition and inform consumer decision-making at 
the point of purchase, based on real-time access to their 
energy use profiles. The COAG Energy Council will engage 
with market institutions to understand whether barriers 
exist to this occurring, and improve the availability and 
exchange of market data.

The Energy Security Board began consultation on the Finkel 
Energy Data Strategy in late 2017 and early 2018.

A rule change was submitted on the distributed energy register, 
with a final rule made in September 2018.

The Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) has submitted 
a rule change to move to a global settlement regime which, 
if implemented, will streamline data provision to AEMO and 
market participants. A final decision is expected in December 2018.

The Australian Government is implementing an economy-wide 
Consumer Data Right (CDR), with energy as a priority, to support 
consumers gaining greater access to their own data and ability 
to share it with their third party service providers. In August 2018, 
the COAG Energy Council supported implementation of 
the energy CDR and in December 2019 they will review the 
implementation plan proposed by the Australian Competition 
Consumer Commission (see measure 3.2).
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25 Build service  
provider  
capacity

Commonwealth On track 
/underway

To help all sectors improve their productivity, Australia 
must build the capacity of the energy efficiency sector and 
key trades. The energy services sector has already been taking 
a leadership role in this area. The Australian Government 
will engage with industry bodies, such as the Energy Efficiency 
Council, to identify and address any critical gaps in capacity.

www.
yourhome 
.gov.au

https://www. 
energy.gov.au/ 
publications/ 
energy- 
productivity- 
skills-and- 
training- 
pathway- 
final-report

In 2018, a number of initiatives aimed at building service capacity 
in the residential buildings sector were progressed, including:

• completion of the Your Home review

• delivery of cross-industry skills and training delivered 
as part of measure 32

• assessor training and skills development for assessing existing 
buildings through the VIC Efficiency Scorecard initiative, 
which forms part of measure 5.

26 New market  
mechanisms  
for demand  
response

COAG On track 
/underway

Demand-side participation usually refers to large energy users, 
local embedded generators or aggregators of many small 
energy users responding at times of peak demand on 
either the wholesale market or local network. This can 
reduce peak prices, increase competition and defer the 
need for network investment. However, in current market 
arrangements there are a range of split incentives and barriers 
that inhibit efficient levels of demand-side participation.

New market arrangements could allow new innovative 
demand-side services to engage in the wholesale market 
and support embedded generation. 

If these mechanisms are deemed to meet the National 
Electricity Objective and thus are implemented, they will 
support market development through service innovation, 
the entry of new market participants and an increase in 
competition and choice for consumers.

In the summer of 2017–18, AEMO, the Australian Renewable 
Energy Agency (ARENA) and the NSW government trialled 
a new demand response program. The purpose of the program was 
to test in the National Electricity Market; a new type of demand 
response that can be more flexibly employed than the bespoke 
contracts thaat form the majority of demand response currently 
made available through AEMO’s Reliability and Emergency 
Reserve Trader function. 

In the summer of 2017–18, 203 MW of demand response 
was contracted in NSW, VIC and SA from a wide variety of 
sources including technologies and behaviour change programs, 
such as; voltage control, remotely controlling air conditioning 
and app notifications. In May 2018, AEMO reported that 
the demand response resources trialled through the AEMO/
ARENA/NSW pilot were effective, and performed to expectations. 
Ongoing assessment of these resources and their adequacy 
will continue over the next two summers.

http://www.yourhome.gov.au
https://www.energy.gov.au/publications/energy-productivity-skills-and-training-pathway-final-report
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Energy Queensland’s two network subsidiaries, Energex Limited 
and Ergon Energy Corporation Limited reported in their annual 
Demand Management Plan 2018–2019 how demand response 
was put into action. In response to a record five-day period of 
heatwave conditions in February 2018 across south-east QLD, 
Energex signalled PeakSmart air conditioners to cap their energy 
consumption to 50 per cent, reducing demand on the network, 
whilst still enabling customers to stay cool. Additionally, 
on 14 and 15 February 2018, the heating of hot water systems 
on load control tariffs was delayed to later than usual to further 
reduce localised demand.

The Australian Energy Market Commission (AEMC)’s Reliability 
Frameworks Review Report found that an active demand side in 
the wholesale market would lead to more efficient outcomes by 
better matching supply and demand for electricity. It recommended 
introducing a new mechanism for wholesale demand response, 
which is being progressed now that AEMC has received a rule 
change request. Consultation began November 2018, with a draft 
determination expected in July 2019 and a final determination 
expected by the end of 2019.

The AEMC also recommended introducing a short-term 
forward market, which would allow demand response providers, 
including aggregators, to lock in prices ahead of dispatch. 
In December 2018, AEMO submitted a rule change request to 
create a short-term forward market, with consultation expected 
to begin in April 2019.

In November 2018, the NSW Government has announced 
$50 million for opt-in financial incentives for households and 
businesses to reduce peak energy use, and $20 million for smart 
energy storage, such as batteries with smart controls, for schools, 
hospitals and other key government buildings.
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27 Promote 
competitive 
retail markets  
in electricity  
and in gas

COAG On track 
/underway

Competitive energy markets promote efficient energy 
prices and choice for the long term interest of all 
energy consumers and efficient operation of the energy 
system overall. Council has an ongoing commitment to 
move towards full retail market contestability and retail price 
deregulation where effective competition exists.

Governments continue to work through the COAG Energy 
Council to promote more efficient and effective retail 
electricity and gas markets.

N/A In March 2017, the Australian Competition Consumer 
Commission (ACCC) Retail Electricity Pricing Inquiry was 
announced and on 11 July 2018 it delivered its final report. 
This includes a wide range of recommendations designed 
to improve retail competition in electricity and gas markets. 
On 23 October 2018, the Australian Government announced 
several new policies in response to ACCC recommendations. 
Of particular relevance to the National Energy Productivity Plan 
are the proposed establishment of a default market offer and 
reference bill for households and small businesses (noting that this 
will only apply to jurisdictions whose energy prices are regulated), 
underwriting new reliable generation, and establishing stronger 
protections for energy consumers.

28 Monitor  
the wholesale  
electricity  
market

COAG On track 
/underway

There is some concern that electricity generators can possess 
and use market power, leading to inefficiencies in the 
wholesale electricity market and ultimately higher prices for 
consumers. The ACCC currently monitors for this but where 
this activity has been suspected it has struggled to make a case.

To address this problem the Australian Energy Regulator 
(AER) are required to introduce a performance monitoring 
function in the wholesale electricity market to allow early 
identification and action on any issues impacting effective 
competition and the long term interests of consumers.

https://www. 
aer.gov.au/ 
wholesale- 
markets/ 
market- 
guidelines- 
reviews/ 
wholesale- 
electricity- 
market- 
performance- 
monitoring- 
report- 
statement- 
of-approach

On 31 August 2018, the Treasury Laws Amendment 
(2018 Measures No. 3) Bill 2018 received Royal Assent to amend 
the Australian Government’s Competition and Consumer Act 2010 
to ensure the confidentiality of supplier information obtained 
by the AER in performing its wholesale market monitoring 
and reporting functions.

On 29 March 2018, the AER released its Statement 
of Approach for its wholesale electricity market 
monitoring function. On 11 December 2018, 
the AER’s 2018 performance report was delivered.

The AEMC released its Review into the Scope of Economic 
Regulation Applied to Covered Pipelines (Parts 8 to 12). 
In August 2018, the COAG Energy Council endorsed the 
recommendations proposed by the AEMC through changes 
to the National Gas Rules. The proposed rule change is currently 
being implemented.

https://www.aer.gov.au/wholesale-markets/market-guidelines-reviews/wholesale-electricity-market-performance-monitoring-report-statement-of-approach
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29 Competitive  
markets  
— adopt  
national  
frameworks

COAG Not yet  
commenced

National energy frameworks are rarely consistent and adoption 
varies widely between jurisdictions, creating costs for industry.

The application of national energy frameworks across all 
Australian jurisdictions will provide a uniform approach 
to energy regulation, which will: reduce the regulatory 
burden for market participants and national independent 
market institutions, improve the productivity of the sector 
nationally and enhance confidence in energy regulatory 
arrangements. This reform has the potential of putting 
downwards pressure on prices and improving productivity.

Not yet commenced.

30 Deliver a  
new Equipment  
Energy  
Efficiency (E3) 
prioritisation  
plan

COAG In place Through the Equipment Energy Efficiency (E3) program, 
governments increase the energy efficiency of new appliances 
and equipment sold into the Australian and New Zealand 
markets largely through the use of mandatory energy 
efficiency regulations. The E3 prioritisation seeks to substantially 
increase the benefits to household and business energy 
consumers and reduce growth in greenhouse gas emissions, 
whilst ensuring that the compliance costs to businesses that 
supply regulated products are minimised to the extent possible, 
consistent with maintaining a robust regulatory regime.

http://www. 
energyrating. 
gov.au/ 
document/e3- 
prioritisation 
-plan-2017 
%E2%80 
%9318

The COAG Energy Council agreed to release the decision 
Regulation Impact Statements for:

• lighting (phase out of halogens and Minimum Energy 
Performance Standards for LEDs) (April 2018)

• air conditioners (December 2018)

• swimming pool pumps (December 2018)

In addition, the Council also endorsed the Greenhouse and 
Energy Minimum Standards (Three Phase Cage Induction Motors) 
Determination 2018 for electric motors.

http://www.energyrating.gov.au/document/e3-prioritisation-plan-2017%E2%80%9318
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31.1 Advance  
the National  
Construction  
Code —  
Commercial

COAG On track 
/underway

Most buildings constructed today will be in use beyond the 
middle of the century, this means the commercial building stock 
(which is built now) determines the greenhouse gas emissions in 
40 years’ time. As a result, it critical that minimum commercial 
building energy efficiency standards in the National Construction 
Code (NCC) are advanced in line with technology advancements 
and increased ambition. 
The Australian Sustainable Built Environment Council 
(ASBEC) is engaged in an intensive research program to 
inform development of updated commercial building 
efficiency requirements in the 2019 NCC revisions, working 
closely with the building sector.
Pitt & Sherry have completed modelling to determine if 
a 40 per cent increase to the energy efficiency stringency 
is achievable in the commercial sector. 
As per the endorsed support from the Building Minister 
Forum, the Australian Board Codes Board (ABCB) initiated 
their own process through their work program to develop 
new standards and assess associated cost and benefits.
The ABCB in collaboration with ASBEC take industry 
contribution for the development of the new energy 
efficiency provision into account to ensure feasibility of 
their implementation.
The new provisions are expected to be subject to triennial review.

http://www. 
abcb.gov.au 
/ncc-online/ 
About

The ABCB undertook public consultation on the proposed 
energy efficiency provisions for the 2019 update of the National 
Construction Code 2019. Over 1,000 comments were received 
during the public comment period from February to April 2018. 
On the basis of these comments, the ABCB made further changes 
to the NCC 2019 provisions to produce a Committee Draft for 
consideration by its national technical committee, the Building 
Codes Committee.

Development and stakeholder engagement was conducted on 
options for a trajectory for low energy buildings and NCC 2022 
changes are expected to by published in early 2019.

http://www.abcb.gov.au/ncc-online/About
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31.2 Advance  
the National  
Construction  
Code —  
Residential

COAG On track 
/underway

Most buildings constructed today will be in use beyond 
the middle of the century when there will be increasingly 
stringent climate change targets. The residential building 
energy efficiency standards in the National Construction 
Code (NCC) were last updated in 2010. After various 
delays, most states and territories have adopted these apart 
from NSW, which uses its own Buidling Sustainability 
Index system, and NT, which still applies the 2009 standards. 
QLD also applies the 2009 standard to apartments and 
allows credits for PV systems and outdoor living areas.

There is scope for energy productivity improvements from 
buildings to help reduce household energy use and support 
climate change objectives. However, evidence for residential 
buildings policy changes has been based on limited data 
and has at times resulted in mixed or inconclusive results, 
and has highlighted the difficulty of separating out the 
impacts of building fabric standards, appliance standards 
and occupant behaviour. 

The COAG Energy Council is going to engage in an intensive 
research program to inform development of updated 
residential building efficiency requirements in the NCC, 
working closely with the building sector.

http://www. 
abcb.gov.au 
/ncc-online/ 
About

Changes to the NCC 2019 for residential buildings, 
including public consultation on a Regulation Impact 
Statements and Preliminary Impact Analysis, are expected 
to take effect from May 2019.

http://www.abcb.gov.au/ncc-online/About
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32 Improve  
compliance  
with the  
building energy  
efficiency 
regulation

COAG Delayed  
or limited 
progress

Concerns have been raised by many stakeholders that 
under-compliance with building energy efficiency standards 
is widespread and systemic, implying that buildings in 
Australia have higher energy use, higher emissions and higher 
overall costs for building owners and occupants than necessary.

The Council recognises the importance of improving 
compliance with the energy performance requirements 
of the National Construction Code. 

The National Energy Efficiency Building Project (NEEBP) 
will partner with all levels of government and building 
and construction product and building industry peak 
bodies to target design non-taborate with government 
and non-government consumer protection organisations 
nationally to advocate for and support consumers 
experiencing compromised energy efficiency in new and 
modified buildings as a result of non-compliant building, 
design and approval practices.

The Council will also consider what additional activities 
may be needed to improve compliance in the context of 
any new or changed rating and disclosure arrangements 
arising through work under this plan.

http://energy 
mining.sa 
.gov.au/ 
energy_and 
_technical_ 
regulation/ 
energy 
_efficiency/ 
national 
_energy 
_efficiency 
_building 
_project

http://www. 
yourhome. 
gov.au/

In mid-2018, the final report on the National Energy Efficiency 
Building Compliance Deep Dive Project Phase 3 report was released. 
The report made recommendations to improve the compliance 
with energy efficiency provisions in class 1 housing in Australia.

In March 2019, two industry skills training projects commenced 
as part of the NEEBP Phase 4. Training is underway, and is 
expected to be completed by December 2019. 

http://energymining.sa.gov.au/energy_and_technical_regulation/energy_efficiency/national_energy_efficiency_building_project
http://www.yourhome.gov.au/
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33 Review the  
National Energy  
Customer  
Framework  
(NECF) for  
disruptive  
technologies

On track 
/underway

In December 2014, the COAG Energy Council 
committed to undertake an assessment of the differences 
in how jurisdictions have applied the National Energy 
Customer Framework. In addition, the Council agreed to 
examine whether there is a need to enhance energy frameworks 
considering the ongoing changes taking place in competitive 
energy markets, particularly concerning the introduction 
of new technologies, products and services. This will be 
linked to Measure 19. 

See progress report for measure 19.

34 Review the  
fuel quality  
standards  
Act 2000

Commonwealth In place The Fuel Quality Standards Act 2000 (the Act) provides the 
legislative framework for setting national fuel quality and 
fuel quality information standards in Australia. 

The Act’s objects include regulating the quality of fuel supplied 
in Australia to: reduce the level of pollutants and emissions 
arising from the use of fuel that may cause environmental 
and health problems; facilitate the adoption of better engine 
and emission control technology; and allow the more 
effective operation of engines.

The second independent review of the Act — announced in 
June 2015 — focused on determining the efficiency, 
effectiveness and appropriateness in achieving the Act’s 
objects and recommending options for improvement. 
The review also provided the regulatory basis for reviewing 
the determinations made under the Act (commonly known 
as ‘fuel standards’), which are due to sunset in October 2019. 

Proposed improvements to fuel quality provide a pathway 
to bring our fuel in line with what is used overseas, 
improving air quality and vehicle performance.

https:// 
environment. 
gov.au/ 
protection/ 
fuel-quality/ 
legislation/ 
review-2015

A formal response to the review is in progress. This includes 
a suite of proposed legislative amendments to address matters 
raised in the review, and to improve the administration and 
enforcement of the Act.

https://environment.gov.au/protection/fuel-quality/legislation/review-2015
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